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As human, we have left extraordinary times
behind. We appreciate the value of traveling
freely, exploring and pursuing new
experiences. Contemporary works of art are
always associated with the space they are in
and are instrumentalized with completely
different meanings. Here in this garden,
however, they appear as elements of the
garden of earthly pleasures in different forms
and materials.
According to research, worldly pleasures are
perceived by the five senses.
In this magnificent Mediterranean paradise,
it is possible to experience all earthly
pleasures. While the foods created with
unique recipes by combining universal
gastronomic practices with local flavors are
included in the taste memories, the silky
climate, the sound of nature and unique
scents capture the senses.

In this world built on Mediterranean
hospitality, the temptations of life bend the
perception of time, and it is designed
holistically as a Garden of Earthly Pleasures.
Nine local and foreign artists producing on
an international scale; Sometimes transform
imaginary images from rigid forms created
from marble, aluminum and metal materials to
natural ones.And sometimes open windows of
different sizes with different colored streamers
that function as lenses between the sky and
the earth. Could it be that the furry
hammerhead sharks hanging on the trees
draw attention to the destruction we have
caused on our planet through “oppositeness
and contradictions?” Could the spirit of an
olive tree be a call to the longed-for peace?
It is not a coincidence that all these are
among the perceptible elements of
a Mediterranean garden equipped with
earthly pleasures…
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ELA Excellence Resort Belek is pleased to
host the group exhibition Garden of Earthly
Delights between September 6th and October
30th. Inspired by the Dutch painter
Hieronymus Bosch's depiction of paradise,
the visual pleasure of contemporary works of
art spreading over the enchanted garden;
As we say goodbye to the summer season,
it aims to go beyond being a beautiful
memory that takes its place in our visual
memory.

Geometry, which can be observed even in the
smallest structure of all forms in nature, can be
said to be the mainstay of the forms I use in my
current works.
In the works that I produce with reference from
here, I make more visible the things which are
veiled or distinct.

In my recent works, on the basis of my observations,
intuitions and researches, I have carried out a visual
research on concepts such as coercion, oppression or
constraint that emerge as a result of the effect of
society on the individual. I interpret these concepts
using the sharp, clear and massive language of
geometric abstraction. I ironically handle the angular
forms of sculptures and digital works, and all the
massive stance that gives the appearance of abnormal
decentralization, challenging the laws of physics in the
center of balance. I am also trying to highlight an
image load that is disturbing, overwhelming, stuck,
under pressure, but also dynamic, tense and chaotic in
my works.
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Burak AYAZOĞLU
İSİMSİZ /
UNTITLED

I produce works by composing structures based on the
repetitive relationships of these small building blocks
that “Burak Ayazoğlu’s work is a figurative sculpture in
cubic forms that reach the whole from the parts with
composite materials. The work is viewed within a
conceptuality in which we are torn apart, each piece of
us remains in our hands with an amorphous form, with
sharp corners, and as a result we create our own
identity, albeit fragmented. They are the traces of a
process in which we are deconstructed and unable to
get out of our selves, stuck in chaos and atrocities,
changing shape, breaking our patterns and creating a
new self. In fact, a fragile and fragmented fiction that
we all feel in the duality of individual and society is
presented to the audience’’. are sometimes repeatedly
rejecting each other; thus controlled or sometimes
random relations- hips of these small building blocks
become more visible.
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Çelik / Steel
200 x 140 x 140 cm
2022

Trap / Noon Field / From İkizdere / Gomo / Rocco
Ceramic pottery is one of the first signs of settled life
that humanity has unearthed from the soil for the
purpose of preservation and protection.
At this point where the soil meets the people, we see
the insufficient natural resources against the world
population and the hierarchical distribution of these
resources throughout the history of humanity in the
stories engraved with acrylic.
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Eymen AKTEL
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Kapan / Trap, 25 x 16 cm
Öğlen Tarlası / Noon Field, 28 x 18 cm
İkizdere'den / From İkizdere, 28 x 18 cm

Goma, 35 x 24 cm
Rocco, 65 x 30 cm

Kemal TUFAN

Hammerhead sharks are the good sample of
Kemal Tufan’s main concept in art, “contrast and
contradictions”. He has no limits experiencing of
different materials and technics.. He observes and
takes references from the nature most of his
works.
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Hammerhead Sharkst
Çekiç Başlı Köpekbalıkları
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Fiberglass üzeri kürk kaplama /
Fur coating on fiberglass
305 x 125 x 120 cm
2014

Mert Ege Köse pursues creating a whole geometric
form based on the unit element in his works.
The artist explains his use of geometric forms in his
sculptures as follows, ‘’Everything has a
mathematical and geometric explanation.
Everything from celestial bodies to love and even to
hate can be explained geometrically, and this explanation is not as simple as a single unit can.
Therefore, the sum total of individual units helps to
explain ‘’things.’’
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Mert EGE KÖSE
Three Times Half of a Circle
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Alüminyum, kaynak / Aluminum, welding
200 x 100 x 50 cm
2022

Metin ALPER KURT

Sculptures, in which past, present, and future are structured in a holistic form even when
following a non-linear path, express “instance” in a plane outside time. The image of the series
idea to objectify and scale words relays the instantaneous appearances of objects such as paper
and notebooks into which they are processed. Sculptures bear the effort of jotting down
substances and gestures in motion.
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İsimsiz / Untitled
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İsimsiz / Untitled
Mermer /Marble
110 x 16 x 12,5 cm
2022

Mermer / Marble
35,5 25 x 25 cm
2022

Nathalie REY

In her solo show in Berlin, Barcelona-based French multidisciplinary artist
Nathalie Rey showed the first version of the piece called Garden of Earthly
Delights.
She indicated the fight for free expression and sexual liberation with using the
texture of wool and various colors used when representing female and male.
For Garden Of Earthly Delights, artist produced a site-specific installation to
create awareness about gender equality by using the previous piece’s
references. This time enmeshed colorful wool fibers take over the natural
Mediternean eco- system and reminding the ancient civilization of Lykia who
lived in at Mediterranean coast during 14th century.
Lykians mostly known as the first ever using “money” rahter than bargaining.
In addition, Rey points out the identity,body and gender policies relation with
power, money and corruption.
Nathalie Rey’s art is allegorical, but refers to liberation and emancipation
instead of tabooing.
But even with such serious topics, Rey maintains a playful approach to her
themes and ways of working; for instance using subversive crafting, children’s
books, and toys mixed with more adult topics and materials, always keeping
the object or otherwise, at the core of her interest.
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Dünyevi Zevkler Bahçesi /
The Garden of Earthly Delights

Nathalie REY
Dünyevi Zevkler
Bahçesi /
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The Garden of
Earthly Delights

Variable dimensions / Değişken ölçüler
Enstalasyon, yün ve plastik sandalye /Installation, wool and plastic chair 2022

NİLAY ÖZENBAY
Patlama / Eruption

Kedi Kız / Cat Girl
The child's bust, while looking at the viewer under the adult
gaze with a laughing face, makes an invitation: I chose to be
a cat. I chose it fearlessly. I invite you to choose to be a cat
fearlessly too. It exhibits its own choice while laughing, and
presupposes the funny and sarcastic situations that the adult is
going to experience becoming a cat. The child figure fearlessly tends to everything, can wear mask or masks. Under the
mask it wears, only it’s smiling lips can stand side bu side with
the adult as it witnesses: If I were an adult, I wouldn’t be
afraid.
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It is the transferred energy of the power of their vital bases
and their domains of influence and gains in all relationships…
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Patlama /
Eruption
Fiberglass, akrilik /
Fiberglass, acrylic

Kedi Kız /Cat Girl
Fiberglass, akrilik /
Fiberglass, acrylic
134 x 104 x 90 cm
2020

180 x 30 x 30 cm
2019

isimsiz / Untitled
The relationship between Far East philosophy and nature, which I have
been studying and focusing on for a long time, is also reflected in this
artwork of mine. In this painting, which is an extension of my last
exhibition that I based on the concept of holiness, using once again tree
as a metaphor, I explore the issue of attributing holiness to an entity or an
object. This painting, which I made using the linoleum printing technique
on cotton fabric, establishes a link between enormousness and space
and invites the viewer to a new field of inquiry.
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SEÇİL BÜYÜKKAN
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Amerikan Bezi Üzerine Linol Baskı / Linolcut on canvas 450 x 158 cm
2021

Open Windows
Rachel Hayes creates fabric structures that
vibrantly explore painting processes, quilt
making, architectural space, light, and shadow.
Because of the large-scale nature of her
installations and her interests in painting and
the craft of sewing, Hayes’ work is a balance
of power and fragility.
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RACHEL HAYES

Open Windows
Polyester, naylon, pamuk /
Polyester, nylon, cotton
Variable dimensions /
Değişken ölçüler
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2020

BURAK AYAZOĞLU

KEMAL TUFAN

MERT EGE KÖSE

Burak Ayazoğlu born in İstanbul in 1989.
Graduated from Kocaeli Anatolian Fine Arts
High School, department of painting. He
studies in Department of Ceramic and
Glass Design in Mimar Sinan Fine Arts
University since 2008. In 2012 he
continued his studies in Stuttgart State
Academy of Art and Design with Susanne
Windelen by Erasmus Programme.
Between 2012- 2013 he worked as an
assitant of Alexander Wagner, Ole Lislerud,
Hermann Nitsch in different projects. He
currently continues his works in the field of
sculpture.

Kemal Tufan was born in Silivri, Istanbul in 1962.
He graduated from Industrial Engineering
Department of Technical University of Istanbul in
1985 and Sculpture Department of Mimar Sinan
Fine Art University of Istanbul in 1994. He worked
as a choreographer at the City Theater of the
Metropolitan Municipality of Istanbul and was a
choreographer, stage designer, actor and dancer
with various theatre and modern dance companies
between 1989 and 1991. He dance and teach
Turkish Folk Dances for over 20 years since 1977.
Tufan participated in international symposiums,
exhibitions, biennials, conferences and created
large outdoor public sculptures in Turkey, Finland,
Romania, Holland, Belgium, Japan, Israel, Slovakia,
Czech Republic, Italy, Denmark, Germany, Sweden,
The United Arab Emirates, Scotland, Egypt, Bahrain,
Serbia, Mexico, Portugal, Taiwan, Indonesia, China,
Argentina, Chile, South Korea, Brazil, India,
Morocco, Greece, France, Spain, Australia and the
USA.

Mert Ege Köse was born in İstanbul in
1990. The artist graduated from F.M.V. Işık
University, Faculty of Fine Arts, Visual Arts
Department and founded his own metal
sculpture workshop in the same year. In
2014, he entitled to the Sculpture Master’s
Program of Marmara University, Faculty of
Fine Arts, Institute of Fine Arts. Köse, who
started to work as a manager at Asaş
Aluminum in 2015, still continues to work
at Asaşsanat.

EYMEN AKTEL
Completing her first undergraduate
education in İstanbul Kültür University,
Department of Communication Arts, Eymen
Aktel (Istanbul, 1994) started her education
in Marmara University, Faculty of Fine Arts,
Department of Sculpture in 2016 after
working as an art director in advertising
and development agencies for a while.
Practicing the richness of different
materials and forms that she has experienced in the field of sculpture, into the
language of painting and performance, the
artist continues her productions in Istanbul.
Narrating the ecological crisis within the
framework of cause, effect and struggle,
the artist creates an ethnic language
inspired by ancient compositions and
colors.

He has been the curator of International Buyukcekmece Sculpture Symposiums in Istanbul between
2002 and 2014. Curator of Yesemek Biennial in
Gaziantep Southeast Turkey between 2005 and
2007. Curator of Young Sculptors in Koru
Municipality, Yalova, Turkey in 2015. Curator of
Besiktas International Sculpture Symposiums in
Istanbul between 2016 and 2017.
Curator of Bento Gonçalves International Sculpture
Symposium in Brasil in 2016. Curator of Puerto
Vallata International Scultors Forums in Mexico in
2017 and 2018. Curator of Sculpture Symposium in
Historical Shipyard of Haliç in Istanbul in 2020.
And he was an art adviser of many other sculpture
symposiums in Turkey and abroad.
In addition to sculpture, Tufan also works in
interdisciplinary art such as videos, art performances and installations. His primary concept in art is
‘contrasts & contradictions’ of human being in
political and social life. Observing the nature and
interpret the forms in his sculptures.
Kemal Tufan has been a adjunct professor at the
Marmara University, Fine Art Faculty, Sculpture
Department since 2005.
He based his home and studio in Istanbul.

METİN ALPER KURT
While continuing his art education, which
he started at Hacettepe University Sculpture
Department, he also studied at the
Sculpture Department of the Warsaw
Academy of Fine Arts. The artist, who is
currently pursuing his master's degree in
the Department of Sculpture at Hacettepe
University, which he started in 2018 also
took place in the subsequent exhibitions:
Closed City (2016), Mamut Art Project
(2018), Other Bodies Are Here (2018),
Videonist, Kent and Memory (2018), Base
(2018), Featured in Hominid (2019),
Baselected-I (2019) and Infilling (2020).
Metin Alper Kurt aims to prevent any other
transformation by freezing the structures of
the functional objects that are inclined to
deformation as well as their positions wide
open to a sudden break off from their
function. The emptying of marble, the
material used by the artist in order to fix
time and form at the moment, also allows it
to continue its existence on a new basis by
completely eliminating the functional
structure of the object focused upon.

NATHALIE REY

NİLAY ÖZENBAY

RACHEL HAYES

Nathalie Rey is a French artist based in
Barcelona since 2006. She had a long
academic career in the field of Humanities,
with a Master in Architecture, a Degree in
Literature and in Fine Arts, before
dedicating herself to artistic creation.
Her work, technically eclectic, has
followed a kind of narrative thread for
years, which oscillates between episodes
of contemporary history and personal
events. Thus a disturbing parallel is being
generated between the dramas of
Humanity and individual wounds. At the
same time, she adopts an anti-mercantile
position, since she relates and expresses
through an ironic pop aesthetic characterized by the artistic re-use of waste and
materials of industrial origin, the attraction
/ repulsion that the human and ecological
tragedies inherent in our society arouses in
her.
Lately her work has been shown in group
and individual exhibitions at the Reus
Reading Center, the MATBC Museu Arxiu
Tomàs Balvey of Cardedeu and the Fàbrica
de les Arts Roca Umbert of Granollers, the
Ideograma Foundation, the Espronceda
Center for Art and Culture, the Maritime
Museum and the HUB Design Museum, in
Barcelona, Alalimón, Chiquita Room,
Esther Montoriol and The Over galleries
(Bcn) and the Woldt gallery
(London / Hamburg), among others.

After graduating from Private Işık High School,
the artist graduated from Işık University Fine Arts
Faculty Visual Arts Sculpture Department in 2015
with first place. Between 1997-2004, the late
sculptor İrfan Korkmazlar started his sculpture
work in his workshop. Between 2004-2008,
he continued his works in company with the
sculptor Ziyaeddin Nuriyev, academician at
Marmara University Fine Arts Faculty.

Rachel Hayes (b. 1977, Kansas City, MO) was
born in Kansas City, Missouri and lives and
works in Tulsa, Oklahoma. Hayes received her
BFA in Fiber from the Kansas City Art Institute,
and her MFA in Painting from Virginia Commonwealth University. Often using fabric to create
large-scale work, she is interested in inserting
color and form into both built and natural
environments.

In 2008-2009, he attended the "Fine Arts
Sculpture Course" at the New York School of
Visual Art. He continues his sculpture works in
his own workshop.

SEÇİL BÜYÜKKAN
Born in 1984 in Eskişehir, Seçil Büyükkan
graduated from Eskişehir Anadolu Fine Arts High
School Painting Department in 2002 and from
Anadolu University, Faculty of Fine Arts, Department Printing Arts in 2007. She studied art for 6
months at the “Akademia Sztuk Pieknych we
Wrocławiu” in Poland, where she went with the
Erasmus Program in 2006. She completed her
master’s degree in Gazi University Fine Arts
Institute, Department of Painting. She continues
her works of art in her workshop in Istanbul.
.

She is a recipient of the Joan Mitchell Award in
Painting and Sculpture, Augustus Saint-Gaudens
Memorial Fellowship in Sculpture, Virginia
Museum of Fine Arts Professional Fellowship in
Sculpture, Virginia Commission for the Arts
Fellowship in Sculpture, and a Charlotte Street
Fund Award.
Hayes has attended the Marie Walsh Sharpe
Space Program, New York, NY; Sculpture Space
Residency, Utica, NY; Art Omi International
Artists&#39; Residency, Ghent, NY; Roswell
Artist-in- Residence program in Roswell, NM;
and the Tulsa Artist Fellowship in Tulsa, OK.
Hayes has collaborated with the Italian fashion
house Missoni, culminating with a solo
exhibition during Milan Design Week. In 2021,
she exhibited a site-specific installation with
ISTANBUL’74 during the 16th Contemporary
Istanbul, Turkey. Recently, she created a special
outdoor installation with ISTANBUL’74 at
NOMAD Capri 2022. Her work has been
covered by The New Yorker, The New York
Times, The Cut, LA Weekly, Los Angeles Times,
Vogue, Harper’s Bazaar, and Artforum among
others.
She has exhibited her work at institutions,
including the Sculpture Center in New York City,
NY; Nevada Museum of Art, Reno, NV;
Taubman Museum of Art, Roanoke, VA; Nerman
Museum of Contemporary Art, Kansas City, KS;
Roswell Museum of Art, Roswell, NM; SaintGaudens National Historic Site, Cornish, NH;
and at galleries such as Lowell Ryan Projects,
Los Angeles, CA; Marinaro, New York, NY;
BravinLee Programs, New York, NY; and ADA
Gallery, Richmond, VA.

www.elahotels.com

